
          1                THE COURT:  You may call your next witness.

          2                MR. ACKER:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Novell

          3     will call Chris Sontag.

          4                For the Court’s convenience, there are exhibits

          5     that I may refer to in binders that I left with your clerk

          6     there.

          7                THE COURT:  Okay.

          8                THE CLERK:  And you’re the witness.  Okay.  Please

          9     raise right hand.

         10                         CHRISTOPHER S. SONTAG,

         11             called as a witness at the request of Novell,

         12               having been first duly sworn, was examined

         13                       and testified as follows:

         14                THE WITNESS:  I do.

         15                THE CLERK:  Thank you.  Please take the witness

         16     stand.

         17                Please state your name and spell it for the record.

         18                THE WITNESS:  Christopher S. Sontag.

         19     C−H−R−I−S−T−O−P−H−E−R.  Sontag, S−O−N−T−A−G.

         20                           DIRECT EXAMINATION

         21      BY MR. ACKER:

         22           Q.   Good morning, Mr. Sontag.

         23           A.   Good morning.

         24           Q.   You were formally employed at SCO; right?

         25           A.   That is correct.
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          1           Q.   And you joined SCO in 2002; right?

          2           A.   That’s correct.

          3           Q.   Now, when you joined the company in 2002, the

          4     company was not profitable; is that right?

          5           A.   No, it was not.

          6           Q.   In fact, SCO had a net loss for the fiscal year

          7     ending October 31, 2002, of more than $24 million; is that

          8     right?

          9           A.   Sounds about right.

         10           Q.   And the company told the investing public at the

         11     end of fiscal −− of that year ending October 31st, 2002, that

         12     if SCO did not achieve positive cash flow from operation it

         13     would not be able to implement its business plan without

         14     additional funding; isn’t that true?

         15           A.   I suspect that’s the case.

         16           Q.   And the SCOsource program was just getting started

         17     when you joined; right?

         18           A.   I don’t know if it really had been started.  I

         19     think some initial thoughts of looking at all the assets

         20     across SCO were being considered.  Among them were the UNIX

         21     assets the company had.  But anything and any form related to

         22     a SCOsource program had not been initiated when I started.

         23           Q.   That review was being done about the time you

         24     started; is that right?

         25           A.   It was just started.
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          1           Q.   And after you joined the company in October of

          2     2002, you were placed at the head of what was then called

          3     SCO Tech; correct?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   And SCO Tech eventually became SCOsource; right?

          6           A.   I had a number of roles that I was responsible for.

          7     I mean, I was responsible as the senior vice−president over

          8     the operating system division, and I also had responsibility

          9     for some elements of strategy as well as looking at what could

         10     be done with the UNIX assets within the company.

         11           Q.   But you were ahead of SCOsource from its inception;

         12     right?

         13           A.   Yes.

         14           Q.   And you and others hoped that the SCOsource

         15     campaign would become an important revenue generator for the

         16     company; correct?

         17           A.   Of course.

         18           Q.   In fact, you thought it would generate billions;

         19     right?

         20           A.   We viewed the UNIX assets held by SCO to be a very

         21     valuable asset and had potential to generate significant

         22     revenues.

         23           Q.   That included billions; right?

         24           A.   Potentially, yes.

         25           Q.   Now, let me show you what we have marked as and has
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          1     been admitted as Exhibit 147.

          2                If I may approach, Your Honor?

          3                THE COURT:  You may.

          4                MR. ACKER:  Bring that up, please.

          5           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  I’m going to hand you what we’ve

          6     marked, Mr. Sontag, as Exhibit 147.

          7                Have you had a chance to look at that, sir?

          8           A.   I have.

          9           Q.   And Exhibit 147 is a draft press release prepared

         10     on or about October 22nd of 2002 regarding what was then

         11     referred to as the SCO Tech program; correct?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   And you’re quoted in the press release; right?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And you had a chance to read that quote just now?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   Is it accurate?

         18           A.   Yes.

         19           Q.   Okay.  And what you said back in October of 2002

         20     about SCO Tech was, this is your quote:

         21                As one of the earlier developers of the UNIX

         22           operating system, SCO owns several patents,

         23           copyrights and much of the intellectual property

         24           around UNIX including the SVR4 and OSR5 software

         25           libraries.
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          1                Correct?

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   So the only −− in this quote when you’re talking

          4     about SCO Tech in October of 2002, the only version of SVRX

          5     you referred to was Version 4; right?

          6           A.   Well, UnixWare is an SVR4 version of the UNIX

          7     operating system.

          8           Q.   But it’s not a version created by SCO; right?

          9           A.   That would be a hard thing to pars.  The creation

         10     of UnixWare was derived out of previous versions of UNIX.  And

         11     so, you know, it’s a constant development process that’s

         12     occurred.

         13           Q.   But SVR4 Version 4 was in existence before the APA;

         14     correct?

         15           A.   I think 4.0 was in existence before the APA.

         16     4.2 was the basis of UnixWare 1.

         17           Q.   And was in existence before the APA; correct?

         18           A.   I don’t know the exact time frame.  All I know is,

         19     I remember the first version of UnixWare was based on

         20     SVR4.2.

         21           Q.   And isn’t it true that both Version 4.0 and 4.2 are

         22     listed in the assets for which royalties have to flow back to

         23     Novell in the APA?

         24           A.   I don’t know that I can characterize it that way

         25     because a significant portion of UnixWare is based on, you
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          1     know, SVR4 and predecessors.  And it is a significant basis

          2     for what was licensed with UnixWare going forward in the

          3     future.

          4           Q.   And my question was very simple.

          5                Isn’t it true that SVR4.0 and SVR4.2 are listed in

          6     the assets in the APA for which royalties must flow back to

          7     Novell?

          8           A.   That’s not exactly my understanding.  My

          9     understanding was there was royalties for specific licensees

         10     called the SVRX licensees that needed to be paid to Novell.

         11                MR. ACKER:  Can we bring up Exhibit 1, please.

         12           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  Let me hand you a copy of that,

         13     Mr. Sontag.  Let me hand you a copy of the APA, Mr. Sontag.

         14     And I want to direct your attention to Schedule 1.1(a)

         15     Section VI.  If you would bring that up.  It’s SCO 85952.

         16           A.   952?

         17           Q.   Yes.  If we could highlight the section of the

         18     bottom, please.

         19           A.   Schedule 1.1(a)?

         20           Q.   Yes, sir.

         21           A.   Okay.

         22           Q.   Do you have that?

         23           A.   I do.

         24           Q.   And you understand, don’t you, that Schedule 1.1(a)

         25     in the APA lists:
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          1                All contracts relating to SVRX licenses

          2           listed below for which royalties must flow back

          3           to the Novell in the APA.

          4                Correct?

          5           A.   These are listed in the contracts that are part of

          6     the assets that are transferred to SCO.

          7           Q.   Well, you know, don’t you, that this Court has

          8     determined that all royalties flowing from these contracts

          9     flow back to Novell?  You know that; correct?

         10           A.   My understanding is that the contracts specified by

         11     the agreement the royalties went back to SCO.  I don’t know if

         12     it’s necessarily this listing or if it’s another listing that

         13     specifies the SVRX contracts specifically have royalties that

         14     flow back to Novell.  But we honored those obligations.

         15           Q.   But you see in Schedule 1.1(a)VI that UNIX System

         16     Release 4.2 MP is listed; correct?

         17           A.   As an asset that was transferred.

         18           Q.   And System 4.2 MP International Edition was also

         19     listed; correct?

         20           A.   Again, as an asset transferred to SCO.

         21           Q.   And also 4.1; correct?

         22           A.   Again, yes.

         23           Q.   And if you turn to the next page, you see the

         24     UNIX System V Release 4.0 also listed; correct?

         25           A.   You’re on Page 4 now?
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          1           Q.   The following page.

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   And you see on the following page of

          4     Schedule 1.1(a) of the APA, UNIX System V Release 4.0 is

          5     listed; correct?

          6           A.   Again, as an asset that was transferred to SCO.

          7           Q.   And that was the release that you are referring to

          8     that is SVR4 when you drafted your press release in October of

          9     2002; correct?

         10           A.   Again, going back to that press release, it was a

         11     draft press release.  And we often use different labels to

         12     mean the same thing.  We’d often use System V to refer to all

         13     of our UNIX intellectual property.  We would use SVR4 to

         14     describe UnixWare in some cases.  I mean, we were considering

         15     renaming UnixWare and renaming it System V or possibly

         16     System VI.

         17                And so at different times different labels apply to

         18     things in draft documents or in press releases that were put

         19     out.  But in the end, what we were talking about is SCO’s UNIX

         20     intellectual property assets.

         21                MR. ACKER:  Go back to 147, Mr. Sontag’s quote.

         22           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  You say it’s a draft press release.

         23     Do you now think that the press release was inaccurate or

         24     something is inaccurate in it?

         25           A.   No.  All I’m saying is that I don’t know if this is
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          1     the press release that was released or if we actually ended up

          2     releasing this press release.

          3           Q.   When you prepared it in October of 2002, you were

          4     talking about the SCO Tech program; correct?

          5           A.   We were talking about the SCO Tech program that we

          6     actually changed the name of or just barely starting to

          7     initiate at this time frame.

          8           Q.   And when you were talking about the SCO Tech

          9     program, you were talking about the SVRX releases you were

         10     planning to release under the SCO Tech program; correct?

         11           A.   To me, SVR4 could be easily replaced with UnixWare,

         12     and it means the same thing to me.

         13           Q.   But you didn’t say UnixWare; right?

         14           A.   It means the same thing.

         15           Q.   And you didn’t say SVR5; correct?

         16           A.   No.  In this case, we said SVR4.

         17           Q.   Okay.  Let me show you what has been admitted as

         18     Exhibit 143.  If you could take a look at that, sir.

         19           A.   Okay.

         20           Q.   Exhibit 143 is an analyst briefing that was

         21     prepared for Mr. McBride on or about October 22nd, 2002;

         22     correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   And it was an analyst briefing regarding the

         25     announcement of the SCO Tech program; correct?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   If we could take a look at the third page in.  It

          3     announces you, Chris Sontag, joins the executive team;

          4     correct?

          5           A.   Yes.

          6           Q.   It announces that you will be the senior VP of

          7     operating systems with responsibilities for operating systems,

          8     SCO Tech and corporate marketing; correct?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And that was all true; right?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12           Q.   You go to the next page, I believe it’s 4.  On the

         13     bottom of that page, there’s a slide "Why SCO Tech?"  Correct?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And what SCO said back in October of 2002 when

         16     SCO Tech was starting is:

         17                Partners and customers wish to license our

         18           technology.

         19                    Correct?

         20           A.   Yes.

         21           Q.   And then you referred to specific technology;

         22     right?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   And the only release of SVRX that you referred to

         25     was SVR4?
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          1           A.   Again, this is the same thing as saying UnixWare.

          2     UnixWare was basically SVR4 operating system.

          3           Q.   SVR4 was not UnixWare that was created by SCO;

          4     correct?

          5           A.   You have dot releases.  It basically would be

          6     considered SVR4.3 or 4. −− I mean 4.3 or 4.4 or 4.5.  I mean,

          7     it was an SVR4−based operating system.  It is the latest

          8     version of UNIX System V.

          9           Q.   SVR 4 −−

         10           A.   It is the referenced version that has had many

         11     precedents.

         12           Q.   And SVR4, that version of UnixWare was created

         13     before the APA; correct?

         14           A.   The first version of SVR4 was created before the

         15     APA.  Subsequent versions of SVR4 including UnixWare 1, 2, you

         16     know, up to 7.1.4 are all versions of SVR4.

         17           Q.   But each of those versions of UnixWare created

         18     after the APA don’t carry the SVRX Version 4 monitor; correct?

         19           A.   No.  A lot of times we’ve used SVR4 to refer to the

         20     UnixWare code.

         21           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked as Exhibit 159.

         22     Bring up 159.

         23                This has also been admitted, Your Honor.

         24                THE COURT:  Yes.

         25           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  This is another draft press release
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          1     that was prepared regarding SCOsource on December 11th, 2002;

          2     correct?

          3           A.   Yes.

          4           Q.   And if we could bring up the next highlight.

          5                Down at the bottom, there’s a description of what

          6     SCOsource is; correct?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   And what SCO wrote in December of 2002 was that:

          9                SCO’s patents, copyrights and core technology

         10           date back to 1969 when Bell Laboratories created

         11           the original UNIX source code.

         12                    Correct?

         13           A.   Yes.

         14           Q.   SCOsource, a new division within SCO, will

         15           address the licensing of this software technology.

         16                Correct?

         17           A.   Yes.  Now, a couple things I would say on this.

         18     SCO had a number of patents that are referred to in this that

         19     could be licensed by SCOsource that were not related to the

         20     core UNIX technology.

         21           Q.   Well, when you said, this software technology that

         22     you’re going to license under SCOsource, you were talking

         23     about technology that dated back to 1969 when

         24     Bell Laboratories created the original source code; correct?

         25           A.   That was part of the UNIX tree that SCO had
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          1     purchased and acquired and was responsible for continuing and

          2     continuing to license and to enforce the contracts with the

          3     licensees.

          4           Q.   And this UNIX tree that SCO had purchased, that was

          5     what SCOsource sought to license; correct?

          6           A.   In part.

          7           Q.   And that tree dated back to technology back to

          8     Bell Laboratories; right?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked and has been

         11     admitted as 173.

         12                Mr. Sontag, let me show you what we’ve marked and

         13     had been admitted as Exhibit 173.  If you could read that,

         14     please.

         15           A.   I don’t know if you want me to read the whole

         16     thing.

         17           Q.   Well, I’m going to direct you to a certain portion.

         18     I’m sure you’re familiar with this document; correct?

         19           A.   Most likely.  Okay.

         20           Q.   And this is the announcement in January of 2002 of

         21     the SCO, you’ve written the first portion or first version of

         22     SCO Tech; correct?

         23           A.   I think we made some level of an announcement that

         24     we’re further announcing, you know, what we’re doing with

         25     SCOsource program in January of 2003.
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          1           Q.   And unlike the prior releases, this press release,

          2     Exhibit 173, was actually released to the public; right?

          3           A.   I don’t recall if the previous one had also been

          4     released or not.  I know we briefed analysts and so on about

          5     the concepts in the previous release, but I know that this

          6     press release was released.

          7           Q.   And we can take a look at the highlighted portion

          8     in the middle under the highlighted SCOsource.

          9                Again, when SCO announced the SCOsource program to

         10     the public in January of 2002, you again told the public what

         11     it was; right?

         12           A.   January of 2003?

         13           Q.   Excuse me.  January 2003.  You told the public what

         14     it was; right?

         15           A.   Yes.

         16           Q.   And what you said was, again:

         17                SCO’s patents, copyrights and core technology

         18           date back to 1969 when Bell Laboratories created

         19           the original UNIX source code.  SCOsource

         20           will manage the licensing of this software

         21           technology.

         22                    Correct?

         23           A.   Yes.  And basically we’re saying we’re providing

         24     licenses of SCO’s intellectual property including our UNIX

         25     intellectual property as well as other patents that SCO had
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          1     related to other technologies within the company.

          2           Q.   And that technology dates back to Bell Laboratories

          3     in 1969; correct?

          4           A.   Not all of the technology.

          5           Q.   But some of it does; correct?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   And that was with SCOsource?

          8           A.   Yes.

          9           Q.   And that’s what SCOsource sought to license in

         10     SCOsource program; correct?

         11           A.   Well, in general we were licensing the most recent

         12     versions of SCO’s intellectual property mostly in the form of

         13     UnixWare licenses, source code UnixWare licenses as well as

         14     developing an intellectual property licensing program related

         15     to customers who were concerned about intellectual property

         16     issues with their use of Linux, such as the runtime libraries

         17     and OpenServer UNIX.

         18           Q.   But you wanted to mine this entire body of

         19     intellectual property; right?  That was the plan.

         20           A.   That was my understanding of the intellectual

         21     property body that we had rights to license.

         22           Q.   Going back to 1969; right?

         23           A.   Correct.

         24           Q.   And this was what you hoped you would make millions

         25     of dollars licensing; correct?
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          1           A.   Well, mostly around the latest versions of the

          2     intellectual property.  But the whole body at work is part of

          3     the buildup and legacy of that intellectual property and

          4     library.

          5           Q.   Now, if you take a look −− let me go back, I’m

          6     sorry, to Exhibit 173.

          7                Take a look down at the bottom, if you would, sir,

          8     173.  Under the SCO System V for Linux.  Do you see that?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And we have it up on the screen now.

         11                SCO told the public you were announcing this in

         12     January of 2003:

         13                In the past SCO’s UnixWare and OpenServer

         14           license agreements did not allow these UNIX

         15           libraries to be used outside of SCO’s operating

         16           systems.

         17                    Correct?

         18           A.   Yes.

         19           Q.   With this announcement, customers can now run

         20           these libraries from SCO for use with Linux without

         21           having to license the entire SCO operating system.

         22                Correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   So that means you get access to this core UNIX

         25     technology that SCO believed it owned without having to
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          1     license the latest version in the entire operating system;

          2     correct?

          3           A.   Let me say that a different way.

          4           Q.   Well, could you answer that question?  Isn’t that

          5     right?

          6           A.   Well, to best answer your question I can’t just

          7     answer yes or no.  We were licensing the libraries to the

          8     latest versions of OpenServer and UnixWare to these customers

          9     who wanted to apply them to a version of Linux to allow them

         10     to run OpenServer or UnixWare applications on top of Linux.

         11     That is what we were licensing.

         12           Q.   But as you said in your press release in 2003, it

         13     didn’t require the licensee to license the entire operating

         14     system; correct?

         15           A.   Right.  They were licensing a portion of the

         16     operating system, which were the runtime libraries.

         17           Q.   And that was the core UNIX technology that was a

         18     part of the SCOsource program; correct?

         19           A.   I wouldn’t call that the core.  I would call it a

         20     part of the UNIX operating system technology.  The libraries

         21     are just one piece of an entire operating system.

         22           Q.   But in the SCOsource program, like if they didn’t

         23     have to license the entire operating system, they could simply

         24     license the libraries; right?

         25           A.   If they needed to be able to run UnixWare or
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          1     OpenServer application on top of Linux, they would need to be

          2     able to gain access to the runtime libraries to install them

          3     into their Linux product to allow them to run those

          4     applications.

          5                Part of that license was also a license to all of

          6     SCO’s intellectual property or a release from issues within

          7     any of SCO’s overall IP rights.  So we were giving them rights

          8     to any IP that SCO had ownership of.  And if they needed the

          9     runtime libraries, they could obtain those, as well.  That was

         10     the basis for the SCOsource, you know, licensing program at

         11     this time.

         12           Q.   Any IP that SCO had or believed it owned dating

         13     back to AT&T; right?

         14           A.   Any of SCO’s intellectual property was provided to

         15     any of those customers in a release or in a license.

         16           Q.   That was SCOsource; right?

         17           A.   That was SCOsource.  The runtime or right to use

         18     license that was part of SCOsource.

         19           Q.   Now, after the initial announcement of these

         20     library licenses under SCO Tech or SCOsource, there was a

         21     second phase to the program; correct?

         22           A.   No.  It was continuously evolving.  It was −− the

         23     names were even changing as we, you know, continued with the

         24     program.

         25           Q.   And the second phase or the evolvement or the
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          1     evolution of this program was this right to license or right

          2     to use program that you just mentioned; correct?

          3           A.   Could you repeat the question?

          4           Q.   Sure.  Let me show you an exhibit.  Exhibit 194.

          5                Let me show you what’s been marked and admitted as

          6     Exhibit 194.  If you could take a look at that, Mr. Sontag.

          7           A.   Okay.

          8           Q.   And Exhibit 194 is a letter that Mr. McBride sent

          9     on May 12th, 2003, to the Fortune 1000 companies regarding

         10     this SCOsource program; correct?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12           Q.   And if we could take a look at the first sentence

         13     of the letter that Mr. McBride wrote, he wrote:

         14                SCO holds the rights to the UNIX operating

         15           system originally licensed by AT&T to

         16           approximately 6,000 companies and institutions

         17           worldwide, the UNIX licensees.

         18                    Correct?

         19           A.   Yes.

         20           Q.   And that was the core technology that was at the

         21     heart of SCOsource; right?

         22           A.   No.  That was just a portion of what was under

         23     SCOsource.  Those licenses were contracts for which we had the

         24     responsibility of enforcing.  In addition to that, there was

         25     all the source code and the latest versions of source code for
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          1     UnixWare and OpenServer and other SCO products.

          2           Q.   And it’s your testimony that all of that was the

          3     core technology that SCO sought to monetize in the SCOsource

          4     program?

          5           A.   Yes.  Any intellectual property inside of the SCO

          6     was potentially licensable IP within the SCOsource program.

          7           Q.   And if we could take a look at Paragraph 5 of the

          8     letter Mr. McBride wrote:

          9                Many Linux contributors were originally UNIX

         10           developers who had access to UNIX source code

         11           distributed to AT&T and were subject to

         12           confidentiality agreements, including

         13           confidentiality of the methods and concepts

         14           involved in software design.

         15                    Correct?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   And what SCO says is:

         18                We have evidence that portions of UNIX

         19           System V software code have been copied into

         20           Linux.

         21                    Right?

         22           A.   We claimed that we had, you know, different

         23     intellectual property violations that we felt had been applied

         24     into Linux, some in the form of, you know, literally

         25     copyrighted code; others in the form of methods and concepts;
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          1     others in the form of derivative works; and other IP issues

          2     that we felt may be at issue with Linux.

          3           Q.   But in the letter that Mr. McBride wrote on

          4     May 12th of 2003, he’s talking about software IP that dates

          5     back to AT&T and the developers of AT&T; correct?

          6           A.   I think he was −− you know, we’re not trying to be

          7     specific about every last area of intellectual property or

          8     methods of intellectual property from patents to copyrights to

          9     contracts to derivative works and otherwise.  It was simply us

         10     just trying to say that we have a broad base of intellectual

         11     property that we believe is valuable that we are making

         12     available and licensing.  The specifics of −− you know, if we

         13     say, UNIX System V and not also saying OpenServer or UnixWare,

         14     it doesn’t mean when we say UNIX System V or we are talking

         15     about UNIX, we’re not also referring to them.

         16                It’s just like, I’ll give an analogy to ice cream.

         17     I may say ice cream to my kids.  Would you like some ice

         18     cream?  I don’t have to be specific every time and say, would

         19     you like chocolate ice cream or vanilla ice cream?  I might

         20     just ask them first, would you like ice cream?  And I’m

         21     referring to any possible choice that might reside under that.

         22           Q.   What Mr. McBride referred to specifically in his

         23     letter in May of 2003 was source code distributed by AT&T;

         24     right?

         25           A.   Again, I believe what is really being referred to
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          1     in this letter is SCO’s broad intellectual property portfolio,

          2     not just specific versions of early UNIX originally developed

          3     by AT&T.  But I view that as part of that portfolio.

          4           Q.   The only specific reference that Mr. McBride makes

          5     in the letter is to source code distributed by AT&T; correct?

          6           A.   In this particular paragraph, that’s what he is

          7     referring to.  But, again, the intent was to talk about the

          8     entire portfolio of SCO’s intellectual property.

          9           Q.   And Mr. McBride sent this letter to 1,000 different

         10     companies asking them to take a license under the SCOsource

         11     program; correct?

         12           A.   Yes.  Or at least consider it, get themselves

         13     educated, find out if they should have concerns or issues or

         14     not.

         15           Q.   Take a look at the first paragraph on the next

         16     page.

         17                Mr. McBride also wrote:

         18                We believe that Linux infringes our UNIX

         19           intellectual property and other rights.  We intend

         20           to aggressively protect and enforce these rights.

         21           Consistent with this effort, on March 7, we

         22           initiated legal action against IBM for alleged

         23           unfair competition and breach of contract with

         24           respect to our UNIX rights.

         25                    Correct?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   And you understood, didn’t you, that the basis for

          3     this letter going out to these 1,0000 different companies

          4     across the United States was the same basis for which SCO

          5     brought action against IBM; correct?

          6           A.   And again, when we’re talking about SCO’s UNIX

          7     rights, I view that we’re referring to all of SCO’s

          8     intellectual property portfolio related to UNIX.

          9           Q.   All of it from time to memorial; correct?

         10           A.   All that is under the purview of SCO, yes.  Why

         11     would you only enforce a portion of your rights if you have a

         12     broader portfolio of rights?

         13           Q.   But it was the same basis that there was some

         14     portion of SCO’s intellectual property that was in Linux that

         15     caused Mr. McBride to write this letter.  It was also for the

         16     basis for the action against IBM; correct?

         17           A.   We believe in part some of the actions that we

         18     undertook against IBM were a significant portion of the IP

         19     that we were concerned about within Linux.

         20           Q.   Okay.  And it’s true, isn’t it, that the only UNIX

         21     code that SCO’s experts in the IBM case found in IBM’s version

         22     of Linux was UNIX System V Version 4.2?  Isn’t that true?

         23           A.   I couldn’t characterize what specifically was found

         24     by our experts.  That would have to be presented by them.

         25           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked as Exhibit 428.
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          1           A.   I assume you don’t want me to read all of this

          2     right now.

          3           Q.   No, I don’t.

          4                If you could take a look at −− first of all,

          5     Exhibit 428 is a report of Dr. Thomas Cargill of The

          6     Infringement of Unix System V Release 4 Operating System By

          7     the Linux Operating System.

          8                Do you see that title?

          9           A.   Right.  And I believe this is just one of many

         10     reports.

         11           Q.   Well, I’m going to ask you about that.  But take a

         12     look at Page 3, if you would, the summary of opinions.

         13                You see in Paragraph A, summary of opinions,

         14     Dr. Cargill wrote:

         15                It is my opinion that Linux 2.4 and Linux 2.6

         16           are substantially similar to the UNIX System V

         17           Release 4 operating system in satisfaction of that

         18           element of copyright infringement.

         19                    Do you see that?

         20           A.   Okay.

         21           Q.   And then if you go down, you see, he wrote:

         22                Overall, Linux is a substantial copy of the

         23           UNIX System V Version 4 operating system.

         24                    Do you see that?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And if you take a look at the next page −−

          2           A.   For which I would view UnixWare is the latest

          3     version of that.

          4           Q.   I understand that’s your position.  But take a look

          5     at the next page.  You’ll see the last part of Dr. Cargill’s

          6     opinion.  He writes:

          7                Instead, it is my opinion that significant

          8           design choices and code incorporated in Linux were

          9           copied from UNIX System V Version 4.

         10                Correct?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12           Q.   And it’s true, isn’t it, that no other expert in

         13     the IBM case ever came to the conclusion that anything else

         14     other than SVR4 was allegedly in IBM’s version of Linux?

         15     Isn’t that true?

         16           A.   I can’t characterize specifically what the rest of

         17     the expert testimony and reports −− I don’t −− I did not read

         18     them, so I can’t characterize that one way or another.

         19           Q.   Are you ware −− are you aware of any expert in the

         20     IBM case retained by SCO finding any code in IBM’s version of

         21     the Linux other than System V Version 4?

         22           A.   Again, since I did not read any of the expert

         23     reports I couldn’t characterize it one way or another.

         24           Q.   Well, you made some public disclosures with respect

         25     to what code SCO believed was in IBM’s version of Linux;
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          1     correct?

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   And you made those disclosures both publicly and

          4     under nondisclosure agreements; correct?

          5           A.   Yes.

          6           Q.   And let me show you what we’ve marked as

          7     Exhibit −− SCO Exhibit 379.

          8                Now, SCO Exhibit 379 is a PowerPoint presentation

          9     that you gave at a SCO forum in 2003; correct?

         10           A.   Yes.

         11           Q.   And you gave it along with your lawyers; right?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   And the purpose of it was to tell the public what

         14     portions of SCO’s core intellectual property SCO believed was

         15     in IBM’s version of Linux; right?

         16           A.   I don’t know if I characterize it that way.  I

         17     viewed it as a presentation intended to provide a high−level

         18     education as to SCO’s position.

         19           Q.   And if you could take a look at Novell document −−

         20     Novell Bate Number 12733, this is part of the presentation

         21     where you and your lawyers actually laid out what you believed

         22     was the infringing code; correct?

         23           A.   No.  Not laid out the infringing code.  We laid out

         24     one example, one very small example.

         25           Q.   And this example is the Malloc example; right?
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          1           A.   I don’t have a file name on here, so I can’t be

          2     sure if this happens to be the Malloc code.  But certainly

          3     that was one example that we did show.

          4           Q.   And it’s true, isn’t it, that this forum when you

          5     told the public what it is that you believe was in IBM’s

          6     version of Linux that infringed your core IP, all of the

          7     examples you gave and the only examples you provided were for

          8     System V Release 4; correct?

          9           A.   No.  The most important point that I tried to

         10     stress in this presentation would be actually the slide on

         11     Page 8, which would be Novell 12731.  And this is the slide

         12     where I would present −− show that there’s different forms of

         13     intellectual property protection.  Literal copying; literal

         14     copyright infringement, which is word by word the same, being

         15     copied by somebody; nonliteral, which would be some amount of

         16     munging and changing the code or obfuscating the code;

         17     derivative works, which the point I was trying to make was the

         18     most important area, which was to contractually protect any

         19     areas specifically around derivative works code being

         20     contributed into Linux from UNIX by companies such as IBM.

         21                That was the most important point.  And if you had

         22     been sitting in on this presentation, that was the big point

         23     that I tried to make of this whole presentation was that right

         24     there.

         25           Q.   But the only examples of literal copying that you
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          1     showed was of System V Version 4; correct?

          2           A.   I could have put up a version showing an example of

          3     UnixWare 7.1.3 in the Malloc code versus Linux, you know, the

          4     latest release of Linux, and you would receive substantially

          5     the same copied code, because that same code in Malloc was

          6     substantially similar between UnixWare 7.1.3 and previous

          7     versions of UNIX, such as UNIX, you know, 4.2 DS.

          8           Q.   But the only versions of the literal copying that

          9     you showed at the SCOsource −− or SCO forum of 2003 was the

         10     Malloc example; correct?

         11           A.   It was the only example that we intended to show.

         12           Q.   And that example was a System V Release 4 code;

         13     correct?

         14           A.   I believe it was System V Release 4.2 DS.

         15           Q.   And isn’t it true that you are not aware of any

         16     other expert at any point ever coming to the determination

         17     that there was literal copying of any code beyond System V

         18     Version 4.2; correct?

         19           A.   Again, I have not read any of the expert reports,

         20     so I’m not aware of if there are examples or not.

         21           Q.   Let me show you what we marked as Exhibit 274.

         22                Exhibit 274 is a letter written to the chairman of

         23     Lehman Brothers by general counsel SCO Mr. Ryan Tibbits on

         24     December 19, 2003; correct?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And in it he is essentially accusing

          2     Lehman Brothers of violating SCO’s core intellectual property;

          3     correct?

          4           A.   I don’t know if I would characterize it that way.

          5           Q.   Well, in the first sentence he wrote:

          6                In May 2003, SCO warned about enterprise use

          7           of the Linux operating system in violation of its

          8           intellectual property rights in UNIX technology.

          9           Without exhausting or explaining all potential

         10           claims, this letter addresses one specific area in

         11           which certain versions of Linux violate SCO’s

         12           rights in UNIX.

         13                    Right?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And in the second page of the letter, he gives,

         16     provides Mr. Fuld with a list of code; correct?

         17           A.   Yes.

         18           Q.   And down below that Mr. Tibbits wrote:

         19                The only code identified −− the code

         20           identified above was also part of a settlement

         21           agreement entered between the University of

         22           California at Berkeley and Berkeley Systems

         23           Development, collectively BSDI, regarding alleged

         24           violations by BSDI and USL’s right to UNIX system

         25           technology.
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          1                    Right?

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   And it’s true that that settlement was reached

          4     between Berkeley and BSDI in February in 1994; right?

          5           A.   Yes.

          6           Q.   And so the code that we’re talking about here is

          7     code that existed long before the APA; correct?

          8           A.   The one example that is given here.  Again, I’d go

          9     back to the first paragraph, though, as one of potentially

         10     many is this example.

         11           Q.   Isn’t it true, Mr. Sontag, that neither you or

         12     anyone at SCO ever said that there has been taking of code

         13     from UnixWare intellectual property by Linux users?  Isn’t

         14     that right?

         15           A.   Again, I think we also referred to SCO’s

         16     intellectual property which is all inclusive of all of SCO’s

         17     intellectual property portfolio including UnixWare, including

         18     OpenServer, including preceding versions of UNIX, as well.

         19           Q.   Isn’t it true that neither you or anyone at SCO

         20     ever said that there has been a taking of code from UnixWare

         21     intellectual property by Linux users?  Isn’t that an accurate

         22     statement?

         23           A.   Again, I think it’s a mischaracterization.

         24           Q.   You testified under oath in deposition on

         25     March 17th −− excuse me −− April 30th of 2007; correct?
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          1           A.   I had several depositions.

          2                MR. ACKER:  And, counsel, this is at Line 45 −−

          3     Page 45 Line 21, Page 46 Line 9.  If we could play that clip,

          4     please.

          5                THE COURT:  You want that deposition published, I

          6     believe.

          7                MR. ACKER:  Yes, sir.

          8                THE COURT:  The deposition is published.

          9                (A portion of the deposition was played.)

         10           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  So it’s true, isn’t it, sir, that

         11     either you or as far as you know anyone at SCO has never said

         12     that there has been a taking of code from UnixWare

         13     intellectual property by Linux users; right?

         14           A.   Again, whenever we’re referring to UNIX

         15     intellectual property, as far as when I was saying that, I was

         16     speaking of all of SCO’s UNIX intellectual property, UnixWare,

         17     OpenServer and otherwise.  So specifically mentioning UnixWare

         18     or OpenServer I didn’t feel was necessary if I was talking

         19     about SCO’s UNIX intellectual property because those were

         20     included as part of that.

         21           Q.   But neither you nor anyone at SCO has ever said to

         22     a Linux user, you’re infringing UnixWare; right?

         23           A.   Simply because −− I think you’re splitting semantic

         24     hairs.  We’re saying, you’ve been, you know, violating SCO’s

         25     UNIX intellectual property rights which include UnixWare and
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          1     OpenServer.  We didn’t necessarily have to list out all of our

          2     products every time we were talking to somebody.

          3           Q.   But never at any point have you listed out UnixWare

          4     and said, Linux user, you’re violating UnixWare; right?

          5           A.   Again, if we were saying SCO’s intellectual

          6     property rights, that includes UnixWare, that includes

          7     OpenServer, that includes all of SCO’s intellectual property

          8     rights.

          9           Q.   But you never told the Linux community, you’re

         10     violating UnixWare; right?

         11           A.   Don’t know why that would be necessary if we’re

         12     saying, you’re violating our UNIX intellectual property

         13     rights.  That includes all of our UNIX intellectual property

         14     rights.

         15           Q.   But we can agree, can’t we, that you or no one at

         16     SCO has said that, that you, Linux user, are violating

         17     UnixWare; right?

         18           A.   I’m not aware that I specifically said UnixWare.  I

         19     know I often said UNIX intellectual property rights.

         20           Q.   And you’re not aware of anyone at SCO saying, Linux

         21     users, you’re violating UnixWare; right?

         22           A.   I’m not aware one way or the other.

         23           Q.   Let me show you the Sun license agreement what’s

         24     been admitted as Exhibit 187.

         25                You’re familiar with that document, I assume, sir?
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          1           A.   Yes, I am.

          2           Q.   And Exhibit 187 is the license that was entered

          3     into between SCO and Sun on February 25th of 2003; correct?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   You were one of the principal negotiators for SCO;

          6     is that right?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   You actually signed this document for SCO?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And you would agree that the Sun license is a

         11     SCOsource license; correct?

         12           A.   It’s a SCO intellectual property license executed

         13     by the SCOsource division.

         14           Q.   Part of the SCOsource program; correct?

         15           A.   The overall SCOsource program.

         16           Q.   And if we take a look at the first three clauses,

         17     the "whereas" clauses of the document, please.

         18                The recitals of the document are accurate; correct?

         19           A.   I’m not an attorney, but I assume those are

         20     accurate.

         21           Q.   And what those say is that:

         22                Whereas, Sun and UNIX System Laboratories or

         23           Novell are parties to a software license and

         24           distribution agreement dated January 1st, 1994,

         25           the original agreement.
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          1                    And then, whereas, Novell has transferred

          2           and assigned the original agreement to SCO.

          3                    And, whereas, Sun and SCO desire to amend

          4           and restate the original agreement by the

          5           execution of this agreement.

          6                    Correct?

          7           A.   That’s what it says.

          8           Q.   And that was what this agreement did, is it amended

          9     and restated the original 1994 agreement between Novell and

         10     Sun; correct?

         11           A.   Well, I don’t know if I necessarily characterize it

         12     that way.  I view that the majority of the document was

         13     dealing with a UnixWare license.  It was only portions that

         14     dealt with I think anything related to the older agreement.

         15           Q.   But you would agree, wouldn’t you, that the

         16     statement is accurate, that this agreement, 187, the 2003 Sun

         17     agreement, amended and restated the earlier agreement between

         18     Novell and Sun?

         19           A.   In part.

         20           Q.   No doubt about that; right?

         21           A.   Again, in part.

         22           Q.   Let me show you Exhibit 5, which was the original

         23     agreement.  Novell Exhibit 5, which has been admitted into

         24     evidence, is the original 1994 agreement between Novell and

         25     Sun; correct?
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          1           A.   Yes, I believe so.

          2           Q.   And you’re familiar with this document; correct?

          3           A.   To a certain extent.

          4           Q.   And in the original agreement Sun paid 82.5 million

          5     in order to obtain a license that included UNIX System 5

          6     software; right?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   And Attachment 1 of the original agreement lists

          9     that UNIX System V software that Sun licensed in 1994;

         10     correct?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12           Q.   And we have that up on the screen.  Do you see

         13     that?

         14           A.   I do.

         15           Q.   And then if we go back to 187, Attachment 1 of the

         16     2003 Sun license lists the software licensed to Sun in the

         17     amended and restated 2003 license; correct?

         18           A.   Did it have a listing?

         19           Q.   Sure.  It’s SCO 1287218.  It’s the Attachment 1 to

         20     the 2003 agreement.

         21           A.   Okay.

         22           Q.   Now, if we take a look at Attachment 1 to the 1994

         23     agreement here on the left and we compare it to the first page

         24     of Attachment 1 −− there we go, and we compare it to the first

         25     page of Attachment 1 of the later agreement, you’d agree with
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          1     me that those listing of 30 items of software, 30 pieces of

          2     code are identical.

          3           A.   They appear to be very similar.  I would take much

          4     longer to be able to say that definitively they were

          5     identical.  But they look very similar.

          6           Q.   So other than this asterisk and "not currently

          7     licensed by Sun but considered to be by the parties as a

          8     licensed product," other than that language they are

          9     photocopies, aren’t they?

         10           A.   Again, they are substantially similar.

         11           Q.   They’re identical, aren’t they?

         12           A.   If you want me to look letter by letter to say

         13     they’re absolutely identical, I can do that.

         14           Q.   Well, you negotiated the 2003 deal; right?

         15           A.   Yes.

         16           Q.   And you know what happened was in the 2003 deal for

         17     the first page of Attachment 1, you simply took the old

         18     Attachment 1 from the earlier deal and made a copy of it;

         19     right?

         20           A.   I suspect that’s the case.  I wasn’t involved in

         21     drafting that page of the contract.

         22           Q.   And what’s on the left is a list of what was

         23     licensed in 1994 by Novell to Sun; correct?

         24           A.   Yes.

         25           Q.   And what is on the right, with an exception that
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          1     we’re going to get to on the second page of this attachment in

          2     a second, is what was licensed to Sun by SCO in 2003; right?

          3           A.   Well, it’s a listing of technologies much of which

          4     Sun had already licensed.  So I view that as belt and

          5     suspenders.

          6           Q.   You view that as belt and suspenders.

          7                Now, the 2003 Sun license also granted license to

          8     seven additional versions of software; correct?

          9           A.   Yes.  I believe that to be the case.

         10           Q.   This is Page 2 of the attachment to the 2003 Sun

         11     license.  This is what in addition to the 30 identical pieces

         12     of software that had been part of the earlier agreement, these

         13     seven pieces of software that we have on the board now are

         14     what the additional software was that Sun got in the later

         15     agreement in 2003; correct?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   And of those seven pieces of software, five of them

         18     are System V Release 4.2 or earlier; correct?

         19           A.   Yes.

         20           Q.   And the only two pieces of software that came into

         21     existence after the APA that were licensed to Sun in 2003 are

         22     these last two, System V Release 5 and Open UNIX 8; correct?

         23           A.   Yes.  And the primary license product was the

         24     UnixWare 7.1.3 product.

         25           Q.   So just to be clear for the Court, if we drew a
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          1     line right here above System V Release 5, that’s −− from a

          2     time standpoint, that’s when the APA was executed; right?

          3           A.   I believe that to be the case.

          4           Q.   And these UNIX 4, the UNIX 4.1 grant that SCO

          5     provided to Sun in 2003, that was expressly omitted from the

          6     earlier license to Sun; correct?

          7           A.   Well, my understanding was those weren’t yet in

          8     existence at the time of the prior Sun agreement.

          9           Q.   Why don’t we take a look at the earlier agreement,

         10     Exhibit 5.  If we could go to Attachment 2.

         11                System V −− are you there, sir?

         12           A.   Attachment 2?

         13           Q.   Yes.

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   So you see there’s a section there in the early

         16     agreement that refers to deliberately omitted software; right?

         17           A.   Yes.

         18           Q.   So back in 1994 when Novell and Sun entered into an

         19     agreement, Novell expressly did not license to Sun

         20     System V Release 4.1; right?

         21           A.   Yes.

         22           Q.   But SCO granted a license to that software to Sun

         23     in 2003; correct?

         24           A.   Yes.  For the purpose of them having a complete set

         25     of all the versions.  And again, that was primarily −− those
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          1     prior versions were all intended to just be used for source

          2     comparison.  The latest version we provided to them,

          3     UnixWare 7.1.3, was the version that was primarily intended

          4     and licensed to them for development.

          5           Q.   Now, Section 3 of the original Sun license of

          6     Exhibit 5 sets out what rights were granted to Sun in 1994 for

          7     the technology; correct?  If you turn to Section 3 of the

          8     earlier license.

          9           A.   Section 3?

         10           Q.   Yes.

         11           A.   Okay.

         12           Q.   And it was a worldwide, royalty−free, paid−up

         13     license to the UNIX System V software in the Attachment 1 that

         14     we looked at; right?

         15           A.   Yes.

         16           Q.   And what those rights granted in the original 1994

         17     agreement do not grant to Sun the right to publicly display

         18     the source code and object code of the license UNIX 5

         19     software; right?

         20           A.   Where are you reading that?

         21           Q.   Well, you know, don’t you, that the early agreement

         22     did not allow Sun to publicly display the software that was

         23     licensed in 1993?

         24           A.   I know that they had −− the whole agreement allowed

         25     them to broadly distribute the source code to their licensees
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          1     who in turn could distribute the, you know, Solaris source

          2     code to sublicensees.  So Sun had very broad rights with this,

          3     you know, ’94 agreement to effectively license the source code

          4     extremely broadly to a large customer base.

          5           Q.   Isn’t it true that they couldn’t open source that,

          6     Sun could not open source that software code under the early

          7     agreement?

          8           A.   It depends on what your definition of open source

          9     is.

         10           Q.   Well, why don’t we take a look at

         11     paragraph 3.2 (A)(b) of the earlier license.

         12           A.   3.2?

         13           Q.   Yes, sir.  Do you see that?  And what that required

         14     was:

         15                The Sun source sublicensees will protect the

         16           licensed products contained in their derivative

         17           works, and Novell’s trade secrets and other

         18           intellectual property embodied in such licensed

         19           products, to at least the degree to which Sun

         20           protect its own most valuable proprietary source

         21           code.

         22                    Correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   And if we take a look at 3.2(B), this was another

         25     requirement in the earlier license.
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          1                In the event that Sun becomes aware, whether

          2           through notification by Novell or otherwise, that

          3           a Sun source sublicensee is not complying with its

          4           obligations under the applicable Sun source code

          5           license agreement, including obligations to

          6           protect the confidentiality of the source code of

          7           licensed products, to the extent that such

          8           obligation impacts licensed products contained in

          9           derivative works, Sun agrees to take appropriate

         10           steps to rectify such noncompliance.

         11                    Correct?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   And Sun made it clear during the negotiations that

         14     they wanted a broader license so Sun could open source

         15     Solaris; correct?

         16           A.   Actually, Sun believed that they had almost all the

         17     rights they needed or had all the rights they needed.  Now,

         18     that was their posturing and positioning going into the

         19     negotiations, that they did not need anymore rights to be able

         20     to do a form of open sourcing and be in compliance with this

         21     agreement.  Now, that was their position coming into the

         22     negotiations.

         23           Q.   Isn’t it true that Sun made it clear during

         24     negotiations that they wanted a broader license so Sun could

         25     open source Solaris?  Isn’t that accurate?
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          1           A.   I don’t know that I necessarily would say that it

          2     was −− you know, it was a part of what they asked for.  But

          3     the most important thing they were asking for was the ability

          4     to quickly take the Solaris product and make it available on

          5     an Intel compatible platform, which they would be able to do

          6     with the UnixWare 7.1.3 source code license and the software

          7     drivers for UnixWare.

          8           Q.   Now, you gave a number of depositions in this case

          9     and in the IBM litigation including a deposition on

         10     December 21st, 2005; correct?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12                MR. ACKER:  And, counsel, I’m going to publish

         13     Page 144 Lines 13 to 22 from that testimony.

         14           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  It’s true, sir, that when you

         15     testified on December 21st of 2005, you wrote:

         16                When did SCO become aware of the facts that

         17           Sun had open sourced −− or the Solaris system.

         18                    As part of the negotiations related to the

         19           latest IP license from −− we entered into with

         20           Sun, one of their desires of that license was the

         21           ability to have a broader IP license where they

         22           could to an extent open source Solaris with

         23           restrictions that it could not be open sourced

         24           into Linux or other open source licenses that did

         25           not protect copyright ownership.
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          1                    Is the testimony accurate?

          2           A.   Yes.  I would also add to that they basically had

          3     the rights necessary to do that, anyways.

          4           Q.   But that’s what they wanted in the negotiations,

          5     broader confidentiality provisions; correct?

          6           A.   Yes.  I don’t believe that was an important part to

          7     them.

          8           Q.   But it’s part of what they wanted and part of what

          9     they paid for; correct?

         10           A.   Yes.

         11           Q.   And Sun Solaris operating system is a derivative

         12     work of UNIX System V; right?

         13           A.   Yes.

         14           Q.   Why don’t we take a look at Exhibit 187.

         15                But it’s also true, isn’t it, that it’s SCO’s

         16     position that Sun was entitled to open source Solaris as a

         17     result of the 2003 agreement with SCO?  Correct?

         18           A.   I would view that −− well, open source as in −−

         19     with the limitations set forth in the agreement.

         20           Q.   So you would agree with me that as a result of the

         21     2003 agreement, Sun was able to open source open Solaris?

         22           A.   Again, with the caveat that I just mentioned.

         23           Q.   Yes.  They were able to do that as a result of the

         24     agreement?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   Now, if we could take a look at Exhibit 187 and

          2     specifically Paragraph 3.1.

          3                Now, in addition to being able to having broader

          4     confidentiality rights with respect to that software, you

          5     actually delivered copies of the software to Sun; right?

          6           A.   Yes.  Primarily UnixWare 7.1.3.

          7           Q.   But you didn’t just deliver that version.  You

          8     delivered all of it; right?

          9           A.   We delivered at least a number of other source

         10     takes or previous versions.  But the primary one that was of

         11     importance to Sun was the 7.1.3 source and the source for the

         12     hardware drivers for UnixWare.

         13           Q.   But Sun didn’t say to you, we’re not interested in

         14     that other code.  Don’t bother delivering it to us.  Just give

         15     us the latest version and the drivers; right?  Sun didn’t say

         16     that to you?

         17           A.   No, I don’t believe they did; nor did we ask them.

         18     We were just delivering on our obligations under the contract.

         19           Q.   And the obligations under the contract were to

         20     provide copies of all of the software; right?

         21           A.   Yes.

         22           Q.   And that’s what SCO did; correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   And SCO was paid just under $10 million by Sun for

         25     this license; right?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   And not a single penny of that was paid to Novell;

          3     correct?

          4           A.   No.

          5           Q.   And before entering into the 2003 Sun license, SCO

          6     did not obtain permission from Novell to do the deal; right?

          7           A.   We did not believe we needed their permission.

          8           Q.   In fact, you didn’t even inform them about the deal

          9     before it was done; correct?

         10           A.   No.  Again, this was primarily a UnixWare license.

         11           Q.   But it’s true, isn’t it, that SCO understood that

         12     the APA requires prior written approval from Novell for all

         13     new agreements or changes to current agreements relating to

         14     UNIX System V?  Correct?

         15           A.   Again, this agreement was primarily about −− and

         16     the value of this agreement was primarily about UnixWare.  And

         17     since Sun already had a buyout to, you know, the previous

         18     System V technologies, there was no need to have Novell

         19     involved in a primarily UnixWare license.

         20           Q.   But isn’t it true that SCO understood that the APA

         21     requires prior written approval from Novell for any new

         22     agreements or changes to current agreements relating to UNIX

         23     System V that you understood that at the time you did the deal

         24     with Sun?

         25           A.   Yes.  And again this was not a System V license.
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          1     This was a UnixWare license.

          2           Q.   There’s over 35 versions of System V software that

          3     was licensed to Sun; correct?

          4           A.   Those were ancillary products.  The primary product

          5     being licensed was UnixWare.

          6           Q.   Is there anywhere in the APA that says you only

          7     have to obtain permission for licensing the primary product

          8     and not the other 38 UNIX System V versions that you give −−

          9     you license?

         10           A.   Since Sun had a buyout of any royalty obligations,

         11     I would not believe that would be necessary because there was

         12     no revenue impact for Novell.

         13           Q.   So that was just a unilateral decision that Sun

         14     made that, because we believe that the primary portion of this

         15     agreement is the latest version of the software even though it

         16     includes the earlier versions, we’re not going to ask for

         17     Sun Novell’s permission?

         18           A.   We did not believe we needed Novell’s permission.

         19           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked as Exhibit 27.

         20                I show you Exhibit 27.

         21           A.   Okay.

         22           Q.   Exhibit 27 is a letter from senior contracts

         23     manager or John Luehs of SCO to Miss Cynthia Lamont of Novell

         24     dated May 20th, 1996; do you see that?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   In the first paragraph of that letter, Mr. Luehs

          2     wrote to Novell on behalf of SCO:

          3                The agreement between the Santa Cruz

          4           Operations, SCO, and Novell, Inc., Novell,

          5           requires prior written approval from Novell for

          6           all new agreements or changes to current

          7           agreements relating to UNIX System V.

          8                    Correct?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And you would agree with me, wouldn’t you, that Sun

         11     2003 is an agreement relating to UNIX System V?  Wouldn’t you?

         12           A.   Yes and no.  Yes, that UNIX System V was a portion

         13     of that and that UnixWare in my view, we would describe under

         14     UNIX System V.  But −−

         15           Q.   Because −−

         16           A.   But the primary −− primarily that agreement was

         17     related to a UnixWare source code license.

         18           Q.   And because the 2003 agreement with Sun was an

         19     agreement relating to UNIX System V, SCO needed Novell’s

         20     approval before they did the deal; isn’t that true?

         21           A.   I do not agree with that statement.

         22           Q.   So you disagree with the senior contracts manager,

         23     what a senior contracts manager of SCO wrote in 1996; is that

         24     right?

         25           A.   If it was a SVRX older license, that’s how I would
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          1     view that.  This was a UnixWare license primarily with Sun,

          2     which is different.

          3           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked as Exhibit 30.

          4                (Time lapse.)

          5                Have you had a chance to read Exhibit 30, sir?

          6           A.   I scanned it.

          7           Q.   Exhibit 30 is a letter from the management, law and

          8     corporate affairs, Mr. Broderick of SCO on May 26, 1996, to

          9     Novell; correct?

         10           A.   Yes.

         11           Q.   And you know who Mr. Broderick is; correct?

         12           A.   Yes, I do.

         13           Q.   What his current position at SCO?

         14           A.   Very similar position.  He’s in the −−

         15           Q.   Management, law and corporate affairs −−

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   −− currently of the company?

         18           A.   Yes.

         19           Q.   And going to testify in this trial?

         20           A.   Yes.

         21           Q.   And let’s take a look at what Mr. Broderick wrote

         22     on May 26, 1996, to Novell.  Take a look at that first

         23     sentence.  Again, he wrote:

         24                The agreement between Santa Cruz Operations,

         25           Inc., SCO, and Novell, Inc., Novell, require prior
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          1           written approval from Novell for all new

          2           agreements or changes to current agreements

          3           relating to UNIX System V.

          4                    Correct?

          5           A.   Yes.

          6           Q.   And you don’t have any reason to doubt

          7     Mr. Broderick’s understanding of the APA; correct?

          8           A.   No.

          9           Q.   And you have no reason to doubt the statement that

         10     Mr. Broderick made back in May of 1996; correct?

         11           A.   No.  And I would add that −−

         12           Q.   Let me ask −−

         13           A.   −− Mr. Broderick would view that UNIX System V in

         14     this context is referring to older System V licenses and

         15     source codes.  And if we were doing a UnixWare code license,

         16     there was no permission required from Novell.

         17           Q.   And I’m sure Mr. Broderick can speak for himself,

         18     and I’m sure he will.

         19           A.   All right.

         20           Q.   Let me show you what we marked as Exhibit 189.

         21                THE COURT:  You didn’t offer 27 or 30.

         22                MR. ACKER:  Yes.  I move for their admission.

         23                THE COURT:  I don’t know if they object.

         24                MR. NORMAND:  No objection, Your Honor.

         25                THE COURT:  27 and 30 are received.
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          1                MR. ACKER:  Thank you, Your Honor.

          2           (Whereupon, Novel Exhibits 27 and 30 were received.)

          3           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  I show you what’s been marked and

          4     admitted as Exhibit 189.

          5           A.   All right.

          6           Q.   Now, Exhibit 189 is the Microsoft license entered

          7     into between SCO and Microsoft in April of 2003; right?

          8           A.   Yes.

          9           Q.   And you were the principal or one of the

         10     negotiators in this agreement, as well?

         11           A.   Yes.

         12           Q.   And prior to the execution of the agreement, there

         13     were term sheets that were exchanged; correct?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And let me show you what we have marked and has

         16     been admitted at Exhibit 171.

         17                Exhibit 171, you’ll see there’s an e−mail chain at

         18     the top where an e−mail was sent to you from a Mike Anderer on

         19     January 15th, 2003; correct?

         20           A.   Yes.

         21           Q.   And he wrote:

         22                Mike, here is the first cut at the TS to MS.

         23           Feel free to mark up.  And we will see you in

         24           Lindon tomorrow afternoon.  Regards, Chris.

         25                    Do you see that?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   And down below is a proposed term sheet of the

          3     Microsoft deal with SCO; right?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   And in Paragraph 3 of that, you set out what the

          6     license code would be; correct?

          7           A.   I view this as a kind of an al a carte list of

          8     various areas and things that we could discuss with Microsoft.

          9           Q.   And on the top of the list is UNIX System V; right?

         10           A.   Yes.

         11           Q.   And in January of 2003 when you’re going into these

         12     negotiations, you understood that UNIX System V was part of

         13     what was going to be licensed to Microsoft if the deal

         14     happens; right?

         15           A.   It was an area that could be licensed.  Again, I’m

         16     almost being redundant in saying UNIX System V and UnixWare.

         17     But in order to have more items on the list to potentially

         18     discuss, that was −− those were all items placed on the list.

         19           Q.   Well, you separately culled it out here, didn’t

         20     you?

         21           A.   Yes.  But in a lot of cases, we’re referring to the

         22     same thing.  If they’re taking a UNIX or a license they’re

         23     gaining access to a majority of the System V source code that

         24     preceded it.

         25           Q.   But in the same OU, you didn’t just say UnixWare
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          1     and OpenServer; right?

          2           A.   No.  We’re trying to provide as many possible areas

          3     of discussion for deal points as we can.

          4           Q.   And one of those areas of discussions and deal

          5     points was UNIX System V; correct?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   Take a look at the next page.  Paragraph 5.

          8                It’s written:

          9                SCO will recognize a retroactive license in

         10           favor of Microsoft against any present or previous

         11           violations of SCO’s UNIX IP rights, as follows.

         12                Correct?

         13           A.   Yes.

         14           Q.   And this is eventually what matured into Section 2

         15     of the Microsoft deal; right?

         16           A.   To an extent, that release.

         17           Q.   And that release is what you call the retroactive

         18     license in favor of Microsoft includes other System V UNIX

         19     technologies.

         20                Right?

         21           A.   Yes.  And to me in this case, that would refer to

         22     UnixWare, potentially OpenServer and prior releases.

         23           Q.   And prior releases; correct?

         24           A.   Yes.

         25           Q.   And so Microsoft was concerned that there might be
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          1     some of SCO’s intellectual property in their products; right?

          2           A.   Yes, potentially.

          3           Q.   So in Section 2, they wanted a release that

          4     included releases for all of SCO’s IP and all of Microsoft’s

          5     products; right?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   And during negotiations, they expressed concern

          8     that they may have inadvertently used SCO’s IP in their

          9     products, including SVRX code; right?

         10           A.   Potentially yes.

         11           Q.   And Microsoft’s concerns about having SCO’s IP in

         12     its product would not have been assuaged if the license in

         13     Section 2 had granted rights merely to the current UnixWare

         14     technology; right?

         15           A.   I don’t know if I would characterize it that way.

         16     This ended up not being an area that we discussed.  But the

         17     vast majority of the active and important code, you know,

         18     significant percentage was available in the UnixWare product.

         19           Q.   Okay.  You testified on March 14th, 2007, at your

         20     deposition −−

         21                And, counsel, this is Lines 162−24 to 163−5.

         22                −− you were asked the following questions and gave

         23     the following answers.

         24                (A portion of the deposition was played.)

         25           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  But Microsoft’s −−
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          1                MR. NORMAND:  Your Honor, to complete this, I would

          2     like to publish the remaining testimony from that portion of

          3     the deposition.

          4                MR. ACKER:  Well, he certainly will have that

          5     opportunity.

          6                MR. NORMAND:  I’m not sure of Your Honor’s

          7     practice.  On occasion to save time, we play it at the time of

          8     the playing of the deposition.

          9                THE COURT:  You prefer that he do it when he does

         10     his examination?

         11                MR. ACKER:  Yes.  Absolutely.

         12                MR. NORMAND:  Thank you, Your Honor.

         13                THE COURT:  You can do it then.

         14           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  But Microsoft’s concerns about

         15     having SCO’s IP in its products wouldn’t have been taken care

         16     of, wouldn’t have been assuaged in Section 2 had they only

         17     gotten rights to UnixWare; right?

         18           A.   That’s a hypothetical because we never had that

         19     discussion.

         20           Q.   All right.  Why don’t we play your deposition at

         21     Page 163 Lines 16 to 20.

         22                (A portion of the deposition was played.)

         23           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  So that was true; right?

         24           A.   I don’t know.  I mean, possibly not.  But I think

         25     if that had been an issue, we could have likely convinced
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          1     Microsoft that the, you know, the vast preponderance of the

          2     code of UnixWare was all they needed to provide the IP

          3     protection they needed.  But we didn’t at that time consider

          4     that an issue in view that we had the rights to license them

          5     the entire portfolio.

          6           Q.   But wasn’t it your understanding that Microsoft

          7     also needed the rights to the older UNIX technology to address

          8     its concerns?

          9           A.   Again, we never specifically had a discussion of

         10     this.  It was our standard practice and SCO’s predecessor’s

         11     when licensing UNIX technology to also always license the

         12     preceding versions of the UNIX code, as well.  That’s what we

         13     were doing in this case.

         14           Q.   Why don’t we take a look at your deposition on

         15     March 14, 2007, at Page 64 Lines 10 to 14.

         16                (A portion of the deposition was played.)

         17           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  That testimony was accurate, wasn’t

         18     it?

         19           A.   Again, I don’t view that in conflict with what I’m

         20     saying right now.

         21           Q.   So part of what Microsoft wanted in negotiation

         22     around Section 2 was a license that protected them against

         23     potential claims relating both to UnixWare and to older SVRX

         24     technology; right?

         25           A.   That was the license that was provided to them.
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          1           Q.   So the license that was provided to them included

          2     both protection against violation of UnixWare and also older

          3     UnixWare technology; right?

          4           A.   Older UnixWare technology, yes.

          5           Q.   And for this release in license, Microsoft paid

          6     $1 1/2 million; right?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   And none of that money was provided to Novell;

          9     correct?

         10           A.   No, it was not.

         11           Q.   And you never sought Novell’s permission before

         12     entering into that portion of the deal; correct?

         13           A.   No.  Again, this was a UnixWare license.  And the

         14     standard matter of course was to provide a license to all

         15     preceding versions of UNIX.  That was, you know, the standard

         16     practice that had always been performed.

         17           Q.   Let me turn to Section 4 of the Microsoft

         18     agreement.

         19                Now, in order to be entitled to take the license in

         20     Section 4 of the agreement, Microsoft first had to pay

         21     $7 million for the license in Section 3; correct?

         22           A.   Correct.

         23           Q.   And Section 3 of the Microsoft agreement is titled,

         24     if we could bring that up, "Option to Purchase UnixWare

         25     License."  Correct?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   So they have paid $7 million in this section,

          3     Section 3 in order to both take an option to get the UnixWare

          4     license and to actually get the license; correct?

          5           A.   That option for that UnixWare license had

          6     significant limitations to it.

          7           Q.   And the Section 3 provides for licenses of software

          8     in Exhibits A and B of the agreement; right?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And the license in Section 4 licensed the software

         11     listed in Exhibits A, B and C; right?

         12           A.   Now, the primary component of Section 4 was an

         13     expansion of that UnixWare license.

         14           Q.   I didn’t ask you that.  What I asked you was, in

         15     Section 4, isn’t it true that the license that was granted was

         16     to Exhibits A, B and C of the agreement?

         17           A.   Yes.

         18           Q.   And Exhibit C of the agreement contains UNIX

         19     System V Versions 1 through 4.2; correct?

         20           A.   Yes.

         21           Q.   So if we look up on the screen, here’s Exhibit C.

         22     Everything that is highlighted that was granted as part of the

         23     Section 4 license is UNIX System V Version 4.2 or earlier

         24     software; right?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And not only did Microsoft purchase a license to

          2     all of this software, that is, the versions that we’ve

          3     highlighted, but you also delivered actual copies of the code

          4     to Microsoft; right?

          5           A.   As many as we possibly could.

          6           Q.   So they not only got a license to use it, but they

          7     also got physical possession of the software?

          8           A.   Yes.  And those older versions, by the way, were,

          9     the sole intent for them was for a source analysis repository.

         10           Q.   And before this license was signed, the 2003 deal

         11     with Microsoft, Microsoft did not have a preexisting license

         12     for any of this code that we’ve highlighted that is UNIX

         13     System V code Versions 1 to 4.2; right?

         14           A.   They at a previous time had a license, but I think

         15     that license had been revoked or discontinued.  So at this

         16     time, they did not have a license.

         17           Q.   So at this time when they entered in 2003, they

         18     didn’t have a license to any of this code; correct?

         19           A.   Correct.

         20           Q.   And you gave them a license to this code; correct?

         21           A.   As part of a broader UnixWare source code license,

         22     yes.

         23           Q.   And that code includes UNIX System V Versions 1 to

         24     4.2; right?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And in order to obtain this license in Section 4,

          2     Microsoft paid, initially paid an option amount of $250,000;

          3     right?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   And then they paid another $8 million; right?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   So this license in Section 4 cost Microsoft

          8     $8 1/4 million?

          9           A.   Yes.  Now, again, the majority of the value of that

         10     $8 million was for an expansion of the UnixWare distribution

         11     lines.

         12           Q.   And they already paid $7 million in Section 3 for

         13     UnixWare license; right?

         14           A.   For UnixWare source code license that was limited

         15     to a very limited set of Microsoft products called Services

         16     for UNIX and Connectix.  And with the Section 4, they were

         17     allowed to use the UnixWare source code across their entire

         18     product line, which is a significant increase in their rights.

         19     And that was where the value was.

         20           Q.   Do you know of Microsoft ever distributing copies

         21     of UnixWare with their products?

         22           A.   I don’t know if they have or not.

         23           Q.   You don’t know if they’ve ever done that; right?

         24           A.   (Witness indicates by shaking head side to side.)

         25           Q.   You have to answer yes or no.
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          1           A.   I do not know.

          2           Q.   Let me show you a chart of −− a list of SCOsource

          3     revenue licenses.  It’s Exhibit 383.

          4                What I’ve handed to you and what’s been admitted

          5     into evidence is Exhibit 383, which is, SCO’s Supplemental

          6     Responses and Objections to Novell’s Second and Third Set of

          7     Interrogatories.  And I want to direct your attention to a

          8     chart that’s at NOVTR, and the page is 4238.

          9           A.   All right.

         10           Q.   And can you make out that chart on your screen?

         11           A.   I’ll look at it on the screen as opposed to

         12     potentially having a big mess with a loose set of papers.

         13           Q.   Now, this is a listing, is it not, provided by your

         14     lawyers of all of the licenses that were entered in the

         15     SCOsource program?  Correct?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   And the total amount that Novell −− or SCO

         18     collected as a result of the SCOsource program and these

         19     licenses was $26,956,260.14; correct?

         20           A.   Yes.

         21           Q.   And the largest portions of that were the Microsoft

         22     deal at $16,680,000; correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   And then the Sun deal at $9,143,450.63; correct?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And if my math is correct, what we have left is a

          2     series of licenses to smaller entities for  1.1 million −− or

          3     $1,132,809.51; correct?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   And those licenses that you entered into, those

          6     other licenses Sun and Microsoft that you entered into as part

          7     of the SCOsource program were done in a variety of ways; fair?

          8           A.   They were intended to be effectively the same

          9     license, but the license I think evolved over time.

         10           Q.   And sometimes the licenses were done by what was

         11     called a click−through on the SCO website; right?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   Let me show you what we’ve marked as Exhibit 422.

         14                Again, this has been admitted, Your Honor.

         15                (Time lapse.)

         16                THE WITNESS:  Okay.

         17           Q.   BY MR. ACKER:  Exhibit 422, the second page that

         18     we’ll bring up on the screen is a screen shot of the SCO

         19     website regarding this SCO intellectual property license;

         20     correct?

         21           A.   Yes.

         22           Q.   And if you take a look, there’s definitions that

         23     are provided on the SCO website as to what is being licensed

         24     if one comes on line and enters into one of these agreements

         25     with SCO; right?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   And the first line says:

          3                The agreement is the agreement between you and

          4           the SCO Group, Inc., relating to rights acquired

          5           by you.

          6                    Correct?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   And then there’s a definition of SCO IP.  It says:

          9                SCO IP shall mean the SCO intellectual

         10           property included in its UNIX based code in object

         11           code format licensed by SCO under SCO’s standard

         12           commercial license.

         13                    Correct?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And then you define for potential licensees what

         16     UNIX based code shall mean; right?

         17           A.   Yes.

         18           Q.   And you define it by saying:

         19                It is both UNIX System V and UnixWare.

         20                Correct?

         21           A.   It says UNIX System V or UnixWare.

         22           Q.   It’s both of those things; correct?

         23           A.   Yes.

         24           Q.   So when someone comes on line and clicks through

         25     and gets one of these license, they’re obtaining a license to
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          1     UnixWare System V and UnixWare; right?

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   You know how many of these licenses you entered

          4     into, the online click method?

          5           A.   A handful.  Less than 20 or 30.

          6           Q.   Let me show you −− I’m going to show you a series

          7     of documents.

          8                (Time lapse.)

          9                I’ll hand you these as a group.  But I’m going to

         10     hand you −− I’ll put them upside down so you can flip them

         11     back over.  But Exhibit 257, which has been admitted;

         12     Exhibit 237, also been admitted; Exhibit 426, also been

         13     admitted; Exhibit 301, which has also been admitted;

         14     Exhibit 310, which has also been admitted; Exhibit 312, which

         15     has also been admitted; Exhibit 322, also been admitted;

         16     Exhibit 286, also been admitted; Exhibit 423, which has also

         17     been admitted.

         18                If we could start with Exhibit 257, sir.

         19           A.   Okay.

         20           Q.   Exhibit 257, if you could bring that up, if we

         21     could go to the next page, the invoice.

         22                You see there on the second page of Exhibit 257

         23     there’s an invoice where an entity CDM purchased one of these

         24     SCO source licenses and paid SCO a total of $9,865.45;

         25     correct?
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   And this was done as part of the SCOsource

          3     licensing program?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   The click−through program; right?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   And you didn’t ask permission of Novell before

          8     entering into that agreement; correct?

          9           A.   No.

         10           Q.   And you didn’t remit any of those −− any of that

         11     $9,865 to Novell; correct?

         12           A.   No.

         13           Q.   Take a look at Exhibit 237.

         14                Exhibit 237 is a license agreement between Computer

         15     Associates International, Inc., and the SCO Group; correct?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   And this one is a written agreement; correct?

         18           A.   Yes.

         19           Q.   Signed by you?

         20           A.   I believe so.

         21           Q.   And if you take a look at the definition section,

         22     Paragraph 1.11, you define that you’re granting a license to

         23     software products commonly known as UNIX System V and/or,

         24     and/or UnixWare; right?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   That was the license that you were granting to

          2     Computer Associates; right?

          3           A.   Yes.

          4           Q.   And for that license, Computer Associates paid

          5     you −− paid SCO $20,000; right?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   And you didn’t ask Novell’s permission before

          8     entering into this license; correct?

          9           A.   No.

         10           Q.   And didn’t remit any of those funds to Novell;

         11     correct?

         12           A.   No.

         13           Q.   Take a look at Exhibit 426.  This is another

         14     written agreement that was entered into between SCO and an

         15     entity referred to as Cymphonix; correct?

         16           A.   Yes.

         17           Q.   And again, we have a written agreement; right?

         18           A.   Yes.

         19           Q.   And it looks like there was as part of a

         20     development agreement between Cymphonix and SCO, Cymphonix

         21     also entered into one of the SCO intellectual property

         22     agreements; right?

         23           A.   I believe that to be the case.

         24           Q.   And if you take a look at that Exhibit A of this

         25     license, which is the intellectual property agreement −−
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          1           A.   Yes.

          2           Q.   −− and specifically the next page and look at the

          3     definitions, what was licensed to SCO under the −− license to

          4     Cymphonix under the intellectual property agreement was

          5     SCO UNIX based code; right?

          6           A.   Yes.

          7           Q.   And the definition of SCO UNIX based code was

          8     UNIX System V or UnixWare; right?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And Cymphonix paid Novell $8,112 for this license;

         11     right?

         12           A.   I believe that would be the case.

         13           Q.   And none of that money −− paid SCO $8,112; correct?

         14           A.   Yes.

         15           Q.   And none of that money went to Novell; right?

         16           A.   I believe that to be the case.

         17           Q.   And you didn’t ask Novell’s permission before

         18     entering into that agreement; correct?

         19           A.   No.

         20           Q.   Take a look at Exhibit 301.

         21                301 is another intellectual property license under

         22     the SCOsource program between SCO and an entity called

         23     Everyones Internet; right?

         24           A.   Yes.

         25           Q.   And again, you signed the agreement on behalf of
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          1     SCO?

          2           A.   Yes.

          3           Q.   And if we go to the definitions, we can again see

          4     what it was that was licensed; correct?

          5           A.   Yes.

          6           Q.   And what was licensed was SCO UNIX based code;

          7     correct?

          8           A.   Well, UNIX System V or UnixWare.

          9           Q.   Okay.  Well, SCO UNIX based code is the definition

         10     of what the license is being granted for, but the definition

         11     of UNIX based code is UNIX System V or UnixWare; correct?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   And for getting this license, Everyones Internet

         14     paid SCO $534,444; correct?

         15           A.   Yes.

         16           Q.   None of that money went to Novell; right?

         17           A.   No.

         18           Q.   And you didn’t ask permission of Novell before

         19     entering into that agreement; correct?

         20           A.   No.

         21           Q.   Why don’t we take a look at Exhibit 310.

         22                Exhibit 310 is another intellectual property

         23     agreement that you signed on behalf of SCO with an entity

         24     called HEB or HEB.  HEB Grocery Company LP; right?

         25           A.   Yes.
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          1           Q.   And this is a similar license.  If we take a look

          2     at the definitions −− well, what was licensed was something

          3     called SCO IP; right?

          4           A.   Yes.

          5           Q.   And the definition of SCO IP is SCO UNIX based

          6     code; right?

          7           A.   Yes.

          8           Q.   And that means UNIX System V or UnixWare; right?

          9           A.   Yes.

         10           Q.   And HEB paid SCO a half million dollars, $500,000

         11     for this license; correct?

         12           A.   Yes.

         13           Q.   And none of that money went to Novell?

         14           A.   No.

         15           Q.   And you didn’t ask Novell’s permission before

         16     entering that that agreement; correct?

         17           A.   No.

         18           Q.   Why don’t we take a look at Exhibit 312.

         19                THE COURT:  Unless you’re about done with this

         20     witness, let’s take our second break.

         21                MR. ACKER:  Very well, Your Honor.

         22                THE COURT:  Are you about done?

         23                MR. ACKER:  15 minutes.

         24                THE COURT:  Let’s take our second break.

         25     15 minutes.
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